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Disclaimer

The material provided herein is for informational purposes only. It includes information collected by the Transaction Advisory
Team (“the Team”) in pursuit of its mandate.
Nothing contained in the information regarding the companies referenced in this presentation constitutes investment advice. The
Team is providing the information contained herein to guide the review and evaluation of potential investments in the region. In
exchange for receiving this presentation, the reader agrees to hold the Team and its affiliates, agents and representatives harmless
from and against any claims whatsoever and of any nature for damages that may arise from or relate to any decision that is made
based on this information.
Information on the companies is based solely from, and in reliance on, desk research and information provided by the companies
and investors to the Team. It is provided “as is” without warranties of any kind.
The authors’ views expressed in this report do not necessarily reflect the views of Germany’s Federal Ministry of Economic
Cooperation and Development (BMZ), the Netherlands Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA – NL), the Swedish International
Development Cooperation Agency (SIDA), nor the United States Agency for International Development (USAID).
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Objectives & Interviews
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The Team focused on gathering information in service
of WE4F’s objectives
This work is supporting the WE4F GCD East Africa Regional Hub by providing a current
investment opportunity pipeline and landscape assessment focusing on innovators in the
sector, the capital and technical assistance (TA) / business advisory services (BAS) needed to
grow and scale these companies, and the market operators who could provide these services.

The Water and Energy for Food Grand
Challenge for Development aims to scale
private sector innovations to increase the
sustainability of agricultural food value
chains in developing countries and emerging
markets

To achieve this, the Team analyzed the following questions:
1
2

Which scalable enterprises are operating in the WE4F nexus in East Africa?
What types of capital are available to support the growth of WE4F enterprises in East
Africa?

3

4

Which Financial / Investment partners would be able to support the enterprises’
growth objectives?
What kinds of Technical and Advisory services are needed by the enterprises and what
is the availability of service providers linked to these needs?

5

The Team synthesized regional experience with interview insights from 41 enterprises,
37 capital providers, and 30 service providers
The outreach list was developed from multiple sources, including:
•

The Team’s network and previous work in the region

•

Securing Water Food, Powering Agriculture and various referrals

In order to source data and insights for this
project, over 100 interviews were conducted:
Outreach / interviews with:

40+
Enterprises
30+
Capital providers
30

The Team also undertook a comprehensive review of literature and databases to supplement
the informational interviews, including the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Economist Intelligence Unit country reports: Ethiopia, Kenya, Rwanda, Somalia, Tanzania,
Uganda
ANDE
PitchBook
GOGLA
Roots of Impact (Acumen and SDC): “Blueprint for an outcomes fund in off-grid clean
energy”, 2018
WE4F regional partners

Note: the list of enterprises, investors, and service providers is intended to be illustrative and,
to the extent possible, comprehensive

Service providers
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The enterprise pipeline was developed based on a combination of previous East Africa
engagements, investor and service provider introductions, and research
Developed the
enterprise pipeline
using the team’s
previous
engagements and
industry expertise
throughout East
Africa

Further utilized
existing and new
networks,
relationships, and
referrals to
supplement the
pipeline

East Africa engagements…
Kenya (28)

Ethiopia (10)

Somalia/Somaliland (2)

Tanzania (20)

Rwanda (6)

Burundi (1)

1

Identified over 50 EA investors and conducted outreach to develop list of portfolio companies / capital allocation information

2

Leveraged existing pipeline and enterprise engagement to identify similar / related enterprises operating at the WE4F nexus and
the associated intermediaries who have provided support

3

Attended local conferences and networking events including the Agri Foods Trade and Investment (AFTI) East Africa conference

4

Reviewed and revised list based on conversations with WE4F regional partners

5

Followed up with the profiled enterprises, investors, and service providers to collect additional enterprise names across the
following countries:
• Tanzania

• Kenya

• Rwanda

• Uganda

• Burundi

• Somalia/Somaliland

• Ethiopia

• Eritrea

• South Sudan
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Executive Summary
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Executive Summary - Key Findings and Recommendations (1/3)

1.

Enterprises operating at the WE4F nexus in East Africa are ready for expansion but unlikely to achieve desired scale without active
interventions due to challenges around smaller ticket sizes, lack of local bank participation, and nascent business model structures
• The majority of enterprises profiled are focused on improving yields and outcomes for smallholders, mainly through deploying
technology, which is appropriately sized, made affordable through pay-as-you-go (PAYG), and often powered by clean energy
• There is a high concentration of companies in Kenya due to the size of its agricultural economy, ease of doing business, and
concentration of capital providers and talent, both local and foreign. The country often serves as a starting point for companies
looking to enter East Africa
• Enterprises are collectively seeking ~US$200m in financing over the next 2-3 years; median ticket sizes are between US$500k –
US$2m to fund expansion and / or working capital needs; there is a particular desire for equity due to the need for longer term
capital and undesirable debt terms (or inability to qualify for commercial debt)
• The enterprise categories with the highest financing needs are ‘Captive Power’ companies (US$57m) which use solar PV
generation and renewable energy to improve farming practices and ‘Irrigation’ companies (US$40m) due to high working
capital needs and delayed cash flows
• As companies scale from ‘start up’ to ‘expansion’, the type of technical assistance desired shifts from product / R&D focus to
more transaction and capital raise support
• Although nearly 1/3 of enterprises profiles have at least one female in a senior leadership position, challenges remain in
creating an equitable investment landscape across genders
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Executive Summary - Key Findings and Recommendations (2/3)

2.

Investors well-suited to operate in this nexus tend to have broad industry remit but remain in tune with the challenges in the WE4F
nexus areas
• Impact investors are the most active investor type, offering a hybrid of debt / equity / grants; however they are also the most
bandwidth-constrained investor type (e.g. smaller teams)
• Despite unanimous acknowledgement of the unmet need for smaller ticket sizes, investors face cost and resource barriers
which require investment sizes >~US$2m
• Access to commercial bank and MFI loans remains a challenge due to pricing, tenor, and need for collateral; local currency
financing can be prohibitively expensive or unavailable for nascent business models
• Investors cited support in donor-funded commercial due diligence (e.g. assessing the market opportunity, competitive
landscape, customer profiles), donor-funded technical assistance for target or current investees (e.g. recruiting / upskilling of
management team, operationalization of key functions), and capital risk reduction mechanisms (e.g. financial guarantees) as the
most requested interventions to increase investment in the WE4F nexus
• Interventions are most effective at encouraging sector investment, rather than encouraging smaller ticket sizes due to the fact
that many investors have set investment criteria mandating minimum ticket sizes that they cannot change
• Recognizing the challenges faced by female-led companies, several investors have developed gender-related initiatives to
increase investment in this sector
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Executive Summary - Key Findings and Recommendations (3/3)

3.

There is a range of quality Technical Assistance (TA) and Investment Advisory providers operating in the WE4F nexus in East Africa.
These companies play a critical role in solving enterprise and investor pain points around limited bandwidth, expertise and local
market knowledge
• Investment Advisory providers focus on fundraising support, commercial due diligence support, and deal structuring / business
valuation
• Most Investment Advisory providers in East Africa are generalists due to the relative lack of viable companies and
transactions in any one specific sector
• Investment Advisory support is needed by both enterprises, who lack bandwidth and financial / investment expertise, and
investors, who may lack both bandwidth and local presence
• TA providers are more operational, providing non-financial technical assistance often with a development / impact focus (e.g.
developing strategic plans, training, horticultural research)
• Often TA providers have a project-specific presence in East Africa
• Nearly all TA providers profiled have worked on gender-specific technical assistance offerings
• Service providers in EA operating at the WE4F nexus are small, with 22/30 companies operating with fewer than 50 employees
• The type of TA / advisory services needed by enterprises tends to evolve with scale, from product / R&D support to market
validation, through to valuation and deal structuring
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Based on the landscape mapping, interviews, and research, the Team would
recommend a combination of services and capital provision to drive industry growth

TA & Advisory

Investors

Enterprises

Summary of key pain points

Recommendations
Services

Capital

• Little to no access to smaller-ticket
financing
• Limited resource capacity and / or
skillset to focus on fundraising or
other capital raise activities

• Tailored TA and Investment Advisory services will enable increased
scale by providing access to resources in these areas: capacity
building, recruiting and upskilling, product support, fundraising,
commercial due diligence support, and deal structuring / valuation
• Utilize Regional Innovation Hub to provide TA / Investment
Advisory services for enterprise-wide interventions (e.g. industry
associations, statistical data compilation and management,
recruiting and upskilling, investor marketing)

• Grant capital can be used to spur industry growth and
innovation by providing capital to a range of competitors,
something private investors often avoid
• Milestone-based grants are well-suited for enterprises
looking to scale a new innovation
• Repayable grants, grant capital matches (e.g. private
investor must match grant amount) and catalytic first loss
capital mechanisms are well-suited for more proven business
models

• High pre / post investment
diligence costs relative to smaller
investment sizes
• Perceived outsized risk associated
with smaller deals
• Limited access to / awareness of
bankable projects (either due to
lack of familiarity with geography or
business model)

• Tailored TA and Investment Advisory services will enable increased
scale by providing access to resources in these areas: capacity
building, recruiting and upskilling, product support, fundraising,
commercial due diligence support, and deal structuring / valuation
• Utilize Regional Innovation Hub to provide TA / Investment
Advisory services for enterprise-wide interventions (e.g. industry
associations, statistical data compilation and management,
recruiting and upskilling, investor marketing)

• Enterprises and investors may not
be able to articulate the type of TA
needed and / or who the
appropriate provider is for a skill or
service

• Management of the ongoing vetting and evaluation of service
providers
• Provision of tailored TA / Investment Advisory service providers for
enterprises and investors

• Grant capital matching and first loss instruments can de-risk
investments in more nascent, unproven business models
which are often priced out of the local banking sector

• Allocate budget to enterprises and investors seeking TA or
advisory services
• Provide partial success-based compensation fees for
transaction service providers to encourage sustainable
growth of the investment ecosystem
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Enterprises
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East African enterprises have innovated across nine core products and services; ideas
appear scalable across multiple geographies
Highest number of enterprises in Inputs & Planting, Captive Power1 and Irrigation

WE4F nexus activity and investment demand are highest in Kenya
# of Companies

Number of companies by innovation type

40
3

• There is increased focus on using solar PV to power agricultural productive
uses, along with de-prioritization of energy access that can address only
household uses. Some of the most common applications include:
•
Water pumps and irrigation
•
Agricultural processing and drying
•
Cooling and agricultural cold storage

1

0

$4

$5

4
$21

10

4
1
$3

5

$19

$16
Other

Distribution
and Export, 4

9

$127

20

Irrigation, 7
Captive
Power, 9

60

Somaliland

LPG /
Cookstoves,
2

80

Rwanda

Drying and
Processing,
3

15

100

Uganda

Fisheries, 3

20

120

Ethiopia

Inputs /
Planting, 7

Tanzania

Biomass /
Biogas, 3

Country investment demand, US$m

19

Kenya

Data / Optimization, 3

140

0

• Kenya has the highest capital demand at US$127m; its economic size, access to
transport corridors in the form of ports and rail, robust mobile money
ecosystem, along with concentration of both operational talent and investors
makes it an attractive entry point to the EA market
• Around 25% of firms are looking to expand out of their current country of
operation, or to establish a regional East-Africa presence reflecting the
innovations’ ability to scale

1 Captive

Power includes energy companies which use solar PV generation and renewable energy to increase food production with reduced greenhouse gas emissions. See Appendix for detailed product / service
categories
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Most enterprises generate between US$100k-US$2m in revenue and are looking for
investment to fund growth and working capital requirements
Most enterprises are still small in size

Firms seek growth and working capital financing

Companies by revenue1 (# firms per revenue range)

Investment structure sought (% companies)
No
All debt
demand
17%
7%

Strongest opportunities

12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Below
$100k

$100k $500k

$500k $2m

$2m - $5m Above $5m

Not
reported

Mix debt /
equity /
other
56%

All equity
20%

Equity is most frequently demanded for growth / scale, while debt is needed to fund working capital
• The biggest opportunity lies in small companies (11-49 employees), comprising
51% of enterprises
• These firms generate up to ~US$2m in revenues
• 23 firms cited growth as a primary use of proceeds, spanning:
• Sales, marketing, R&D (7 firms reporting)
• Equipment purchases, physical expansion (6)
• Process implementation, capacity building (1)
• A combination of uses (9)
• 18 firms are seeking financing for working capital

• Management teams are seeking to scale their businesses by expanding
geographical presence, product range or production capacity
• Investment is sought to finance product development activities, receivables
and inventory
• Firms also cite needs to expand efforts in sales and marketing and to hire
additional staff. However, sourcing high quality human capital is a challenge
• Growth capital is also required for capital expenditures on facility construction
and equipment purchases

Source: Team analysis 1) 2019 or most recently reported. 2) One company did not specify debt/equity mix, so for this firm the Team assumed 50%/50% split
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Enterprises identified are fundraising ~US$200m in aggregate over the next 2-3 years,
with the median ticket size needed ~US$2m
Larger companies are concentrated among mature irrigation solutions providers,
solar power, and composting enterprises

Firms are seeking ~US$200m in aggregate
No. of active companies

41

Total market investment demand

US194.1m

Median firm investment demand

US$2.3m

Highest firm investment demand

US$25m

Lowest firm investment demand

US$0.3m

Use of proceeds (# firms mentioning use1)
Startup
Capital, 1
Working
Capital, 16
Growth
Capital, 21
Growth &
Working
Capital, 2

Debt financing is sought across all ticket sizes2

10

Number of companies by size of debt investment
sought (US$)

Equity demand is highest for small / medium tickets2

14

Number of companies size of equity investment
sought (US$)

12

8

10

6

8
6

4

4

2

2
0

0
$1-$500k

$500k-$2m

$2m-$5m

$5m-$10m

$10m+

$1-$500k

$500k-$2m

$2m-$5m

$5m-$10m

$10m+

Source: Team analysis 1) One company is excluded as they did not report intended use of proceeds; 2) One company did not specify debt/equity mix, so the Team assumed 50%/50% split for this firm’s demand.
Ticket size refers to demand by firm in either debt, equity or grant financing specifically
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We classify the enterprise stage based on number of customers and product cost to
ensure the companies profiles have demonstrated ability to scale
Enterprise classification by customer and product / service cost
Average product / service cost

Key:
Startup

Expansion

Enterprises with a clear financial model and
plans to scale to a minimum of 100,000
customers over a five-year period"; all
"Startup" enterprises included are expected
to become "Expansion" enterprises within 24
months
Enterprises with a unit cost of <$100 and
minimum of 2500 customers 1; OR
enterprises with a unit cost of >$100 and a
minimum of 500 customers 2

# of customers

1) The Team assumed all enterprises reporting customers in the 2,000-10,000 bracket are at expansion stage; 2) Where firms have not reported product cost, we have assumed the cost to
be >$100. There are no firms with 500-2000 customers that have reported a product cost below $100
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Enterprises face challenges around product design, access to capital, and talent
development when scaling their businesses
Company interviews identified the following barriers to scaling
their businesses:
Tradeoff between developing an affordable product (critical for smallholder scale)
and achieving profitability
Limited savings and credit accounts for smallholders further challenges ability to
sell products / services
Lack of affordable local currency financing options, due to collateral
requirements, business model risk, and company maturity. This challenge is
particularly high for companies offering PAYG products

$

Need for patient, long-term working capital including access to affordable,
mezzanine debt
Difficulty in identifying and upskilling talent to fill key management and local
agent positions, including training staff on new technologies and filling c-suite
level positions. Can be difficult to implement TA recommendations with limited
staff / resources

Enterprise perspectives on challenges faced:
We would love to raise local currency
financing but local banks just don’t offer
that for this [productive use] segment.
(Tanzania enterprise)
Biggest challenge is finding companies
with stable cash flows, which is often
dependent on how the company collects
payments. Our preference is to work
with already established players.
(Local Kenyan Bank)
One of the biggest challenges we face is
upskilling our people to keep up with our
rate of growth.
(Kenyan enterprise)

Enterprises could scale more easily and quickly with access to subsidized technical
assistance and advisory services, as well as increased investor visibility

Service Providers

We recommend that the Regional Innovation Hub oversee the provision of tailored TA and Investment Advisory services, in addition to providing
some cross-enterprise services
Provide budget for tailored TA and Investment
Advisory services

• Subsidize tailored TA to support scale for enterprises with specific product / capacity constraints to
scaling (product support, management team development)
• Subsidize tailored Investment Advisory services (e.g. fundraising, deal structuring and valuation) for
more advanced enterprises who are seeking external capital

Provide cross-enterprise services via the TA and
Brokering Units

Technical Assistance Unit
• Lead the formation of industry associations and regional out-grower associations to allow for greater
information and product dissemination as well as provide investors with increased visibility of the
sector and the key stakeholders
• Compile and provide training on the collection / management of key statistical data to allow for
improved business intelligence necessary to achieve scale. Access to standardized data will allow for
improved management and operational decisions (e.g. acres under mgmt., harvest amounts, storage
conditions etc.). For example, an irrigation company considering county expansion would require data
around hectares under cultivation and/or irrigation. Much of this data is currently collected on an adhoc basis by individual enterprises
• Support firms in recruiting and upskilling key enterprise functions (e.g. farmer / agent training, middle
manager roles, and sales, finance functions) to provide the critical skillset to scale
Brokering Unit
• Facilitate introductions to investors and other external capital sources such as crowdfunding platforms
1 or the US Development Credit Authority (DCA) for access to loan guarantees. Where necessary,
facilitate capital or guarantee process for enterprises and then handoff for targeted support
• Develop and regularly maintain / circulate enterprise pipeline to investors

1 Crowdfunding

industry in East Africa is still in its infancy and regulation is evolving, but could serve as a promising capital provider in the future

Various forms of grant funding can encourage certain enterprise behavior and investor
participation
We recommend WE4F provide various forms of grant capital – based on the level of enterprise expansion – to foster growth and innovation across
the WE4F industry
Grant type

Capital

Milestone-based grants

Well-suited for…

All enterprises

Grants with external
capital match
requirements or first loss
capital 1

“Expansion” enterprises 2

Repayable grants

“Expansion” enterprises
with revenues >~US$2M

Justification
• Provide enterprises with the capital needed to scale while remaining accountable to operational and programmatic
milestones set by WE4F
• Milestones maintain discipline and prepare enterprises for the expectations of third party investors
• Ability to meet milestones can also demonstrate positive track record to investors
• An external capital match or first loss capital provides enterprises with the immediate capital needed to scale, while
incentivizing the development of relationships with capital providers.
• Additionally, external capital match requirements or first loss capital can act to de-risk the investment for investors,
making the enterprise a more attractive financial target
• Repayable grants act as a form of a subsided loan, whereby enterprises who have demonstrated some ability to scale –
but lack the typical collateral or scale requirements for private capital – can access financing to develop products, hire
key staff, and/or increase production

• Unlike private investment, grant capital is well-suited to encourage a particular development impact (e.g. smallholder farmers served) or specific business initiatives (e.g. new business
model)
• Additionally, while private investment can often incentivize investors to ‘pick winners’, grant capital can be used to spur industry growth by funding multiple enterprises which then
compete with each other
• In general, however, both grant and private capital can be used to fund similar business decisions / uses of capital
1

For enterprises where a compelling case is made for not needing / wanting external capital, exceptions to use internal capital to match grant funding may be acceptable
enterprises are those with an average unit cost of <$100 and >2500 customers; OR enterprises with a unit cost of >$100 and >500 customers

2 ‘Expansion’

A third of enterprises surveyed have a woman in senior leadership; Female leaders in
SSA face challenges in accessing investment and networking opportunities
Women are well-represented in WE4F enterprises though female CEOs
are still rare
•

Around 1/3 of enterprises have a woman in a senior leadership position;
however only seven companies have a female CEO or co-founder (17%)

•

Somaliland is the only country with no female representation (out of four
enterprises)

•

Female management presence is highest in data/optimization (all three firms)
and drying and processing (two out of three firms)

•

Six firms have a product that specifically supports health or economic
outcomes for women

Firms with at least one woman in leadership

Firms supporting female health or economic outcomes

Intended to be illustrative and to the extent possible exhaustive
Source: Team analysis, “Gender Lens Investing”, October 2018

Access to finance and mentorship is a challenge
The Team has identified a set of challenges faced by female
entrepreneurs in SSA:
• Lack of access to finance
– Women often do not have assets to use as collateral (e.g., land,
savings) for a loan
• Lack of mentorship
– There are few formal mentorship programs for women
entrepreneurs
• Lack of networking opportunities with investors and other
entrepreneurs
– Networking events are not adapted to both genders or cultural
norms
• Women entrepreneurs tend to be younger and / or have less
business experience than some of their male counterparts
• Attitude towards risk and growth projections of women
entrepreneurs can be conservative
• Women entrepreneurs’ lack of financial literacy can make them
distrustful of investors and giving up equity in their company

Investors
22

Impact investors are the most common investors in the nexus but are also the most
resource-constrained as compared to DFI’s and local banks
Donor / foundation: A nonprofit
organization or charitable trust that
provides funding and support for
development efforts through grants and
concessional finance

*Investor landscape by size and type

Firm size by # investment professionals

Large
(100+)

Development Finance Institution: Provide
risk capital for development on a quasicommercial or non commercial basis,
often funding opportunities which cannot
access commercial capital

Local commercial banks have
the human resources to supply
small-sized loans at volume

Medium
(50-100)

Whilst employing a regional investment strategy,
funds often lack the manpower to execute a large
volume of investments across multiple countries

Small
(10-50)

Commercial Bank: Provide services such
as accepting deposits, making loans, and
offering basic investment products to
individuals and businesses
Impact Investor: Invest in companies,
organizations, and funds with the
intention to generate a measurable,
beneficial social or environmental impact
alongside a financial return
Private Equity: Invest in enterprises with
a proven business model and existing
customer base (expansion) yet are not
listed in public exchanges; perceived as
less risky than venture capital

Micro
(2-10)

Donor /
foundation

Development
Finance Institution

Commercial
Bank

Impact
Investor

Private
Equity

*Intended to be illustrative and to the extent possible exhaustive, but some investors involved in this sector may not be listed
Source: Team analysis; 1) IFC shown as medium as profile relates to only IFC’s Venture Capital Group

Venture
Capital

Venture Capital: Invest in businesses and
projects in which there is a substantial
element of risk, typically a new or
expanding business

Local banks and impact investors are the most active investors for ticket sizes <US$2m;
however, resource and lending constraints limit availability of capital
Although local banks and MFI’s offer small debt tickets, ability to access these products is challenging due to pricing, tenor, and need for collateral. Impact investors providing <$2m ticket
sizes are generally small in scale and cover multiple geographies, putting pressure on their ability to finance multiple enterprises in the East Africa WE4F nexus. Additionally, investors who
are already invested in the more established off-grid companies will not invest in the smaller, newer companies who offer competing products. As a result, there is limited financing
available for companies raising smaller tickets, despite median investor ticket sizes also being in the $2m range
Typical Investment Size (US$)
$500k - $2m

$2m - $5m

$5m - $10m

>$10m

3 investors

2 investors

6 investors

6 investors

6 investors

3 investors

1 investor

3 investors

7 investors

11 investors

5 investors

3 investors

Debt

4 investors

Equity

Typical Investment Instrument

Grant

$0 - $500k

Source: Team analysis

Investors unanimously acknowledge the unmet need for smaller investments in SSA,
particularly in WE4F, citing challenges around costs and business model fluctuation
Investors identified the following barriers to investing in smaller
ticket sizes and / or the WE4F sector:
Disproportionally high upfront due diligence costs relative
to the transaction, which burdens already bandwidthconstrained teams with limited local presence

High post-investment monitoring costs, particularly for
early-stage companies who require more consistent local
support

Limited pipeline of bankable projects – don’t have the time
or resources to source smaller transactions

Companies who require smaller ticket sizes typically are still
defining and evolving the business model, risking
alignment with investment criteria

Hard to justify the high level of due diligence before an
investment, in addition to the high monitoring costs after,
when you’re dealing with <$1M investments.
(UK-based impact investor)

There are not enough intermediaries to back the available
capital to bring scale to the region.
(US-based investor)

Pipeline feeder of companies is highly needed.
(US-based impact investor)

DFI guarantees are good risk mitigation instruments, and
would enable banks to lend more actively to that sector. ”
(Local Kenyan Bank)

Investors cited donor-funded commercial due diligence and enterprise TA as the most
effective interventions to encourage increased investment into the WE4F nexus
Types of interventions
Donor-funded
commercial due diligence
support 1

Donor-funded TA for
enterprises (target or
actual investees) 2

Financial guarantees

Formation of industry
associations

Development of enterprise
pipeline / deal sourcing

3

1

3

0

2

10

12

7

6

2

Incentives to do
smaller ticket sizes
(<$1M) 3
# of investors

Incentives to
increase investment
in WE4F nexus

# of investors

1 Due

diligence support is meant to provide additional bandwidth and local market expertise to supplement investor’s existing due diligence process.
of TA for target or investee enterprises mentioned included support in recruiting / upskilling talent, improved operationalization of key business functions (e.g. Finance function), and reporting / board
level presentation training 3 Note: 14 out of 37 investors profiled stated that they are already able / willing to invest in <US$1M ticket sizes
2 Types

Increased access to pre / post transaction support and first loss capital would increase
the number of investments in the nexus

Capital

Services

We recommend the Regional Innovation Hub provide the following services and capital:
Develop a cross-enterprise
investor marketing service to
increase investor visibility

• The Regional Innovation Hub should provide investor marketing services as a core focus area to provide support such as
marketing all enterprises to investors, and developing and circulating a regular pipeline of vetted, bankable opportunities
for investors who often lack local presence

Develop and fund a network of
targeted TA and Investment
Advisory providers and
associated services

• Provide access to tailored investment advisory services such as commercial due diligence support (including market
opportunity, competitive landscape, customers profiles) and deal structuring / business valuation) for investors considering
<US$2m transactions in WE4F enterprises to reduce challenges around bandwidth and local market / sector knowledge
• Note: investors express the need to select the appropriate advisory provider that meets the quality and experience
necessary for their diligence requirements
• Provide access to tailored TA to support post-investment monitoring and value-creation for enterprises with specific product
/ capacity constraints to scale (capacity building, upskilling management team, product development support)

Provide financial incentives for
nascent, unproven sectors to
encourage increased investor
participation

• Target inclusion of private equity / venture capital investors by providing catalytic first loss capital (up to ~20% of investment
amount) or grant capital matching (providing grant alongside institutional capital) which would support the investment
capacity of players considering new / unproven business models. 12 investors observed that risk-reduction instruments would
drive increased investment in sectors or geographies that they were otherwise unfamiliar with or where repayment has
historically been an issue
• Providing selected grant capital matching or first loss capital instruments would work well when issued in partnership with
enterprise-specific TA; these can work in tandem to de-risk the investment by the investor and program

Many investors incorporate gender-related initiatives, and several highlight specific
interventions to increase investment in female-led businesses
Investors highlighted that they would be incentivised to invest more in the sector if there was greater presence of technical assistance tailored for women, origination
opportunities such as women entrepreneurship networks, and that they would benefit from increased data collection at the employee and business level. We have profiled
four firms with a gender lens focus below, all of which have women in senior leadership positions.
Investor

Median ticket size

Investment and gender lens focus

Geography

Supports organizations providing humanitarian support to the most
vulnerable – women and children facing severe poverty – and
fostering environmental responsibility and revitalization.

Multiple East Africa

US$1m

Focuses on funding market-based solutions that benefit underserved
communities. The firm serves companies related to energy,
agriculture, financial inclusion, SME finance, integrated financial,
healthcare services and women's empowerment industries.

Multiple East Africa

US$3m

Kenya Women Microfinance Bank is a deposit-taking microfinance
bank which targets women. It provides loans and savings products to
more than 500,000 women in Kenya. Most borrowers are women
entrepreneurs, salaried employees and farmers.

Kenya

US$50,000

Multiple East Africa

US$1.2m

Invests in businesses in East Africa that positively contribute to a
more social and sustainable society and deliver long-term
profitability. DOB monitors and evaluates representation of women
across its portfolio.

DOB Equity – Deep dive on gender lens investing practices at an established fund
GP creation date:
1998

AUM:
US$100m+

# of investment
professionals: 10

# offices: 3 (Dar,
Nairobi, Veessen)

# funds:
N/A

DOB Equity is a Dutch family backed impact fund investing in socially responsible businesses
• Regional focus: East Africa
• Ticket size: US$1-US$10m (minority stake)
• Investments: primarily equity & debt for portfolio companies depending, on their needs
• Sector: agnostic, includes renewable energy, agriculture, logistics, education
• Successful exits in 4 companies
• Fund structure: Evergreen
Fund
Overview

DOB Equity has 17 portfolio companies across East Africa
Kenya

Source: Team analysis, “Gender Lens Investing”, October 2018

Uganda

Rwanda

Tanzania

Burundi

Our main focus is investing in
businesses with impact; we are
however taking a critical look
at our portfolio to make sure
we have balanced teams
(foreign vs. local, men vs.
women)
- Saskia van der Mast,
Investment Manager

DOB Equity – Deep dive on gender lens investing practices at an established fund
GP creation date:
1998

AUM:
US$100m+

# of investment
professionals: 10

# offices: 3 (Dar,
Nairobi, Veessen)

# funds:
N/A

Currently, there are no strict requirements around GLI; however, DOB is actively monitoring and
evaluating representation of women across portfolio companies
• Gender is considered in terms of company ownership, decision-making management roles,
and board seats

Gender
Lens
Investing
Component

“The first big challenge is to ensure that our portfolio companies have enough local representation,
after that we’ve recently started to look at gender more critically as well.”
- Saskia van der Mast, Investment Manager

Brigit van Dijk – van de Reijt,
CEO

DOB Equity also strives to diversify the investment professionals on their team based on two
metrics: men / women and foreign / local
• To ensure active involvement in portfolio companies and active engagement with pipeline,
DOB Equity investment professionals are primarily based in African offices

“It’s a bit tough to find female entrepreneurs, even as a woman investment professional. They are
not as visible and reach out to us much less than male entrepreneurs”
- Saskia van der Mast, Investment Manager
Source: Team analysis, “Gender Lens Investing”, October 2018

Saskia van der Mast,
Investment Manager

Technical Assistance Providers
31

Service Providers – Robust Investment Advisory and TA ecosystem exists but lacks
specific sector and geographic expertise
TA providers tend to serve more specific sectors and offer capacity building,
product development support

….while Investment Advisory providers offer fundraising, due diligence, and deal
structuring/ valuation support

# of Technical Assistance companies by focus area

# of Investment Advisory providers by focus area

Generalist

5
4

Water / Energy / Food

•
•
•
•

Water / Food

2

Energy / Food

2

13

Generalist
Water / Energy / Food 0
Water / Food

Total firms: 13

Energy / Food

1
3

Total firms: 17

22 of the 30 providers have fewer than 50 employees. This size can be explained by the fact that many of the engagements / projects tend to be
smaller and require more targeted interventions
26 of 30 providers identified have offices and / or capabilities across multiple East Africa markets, reflecting the need for scale across markets
Donor-funded technical assistance and risk reduction mechanisms were the most frequently cited successful interventions for growth
There are a limited number of legal / accounting firms that serve WE4F enterprises. Although enterprise scale has not demanded sophisticated
legal advice, we expect increased demand of these services as they graduate to larger, commercial investors

Provision of TA and advisory services could be improved by providing enterprises and investors with the expertise,
bandwidth, and local knowledge to operate
TA & Investment Advisory providers observe the following pain
points when serving enterprises and investors in the WE4F nexus…
There are information asymmetries between local
enterprises who develop tailored innovations and investors
who are often not based in market

Enterprises may not know what advisory services / TA they
need or what is available; important to understand local
market and sector to provide appropriate support

Both investor teams and enterprises are bandwidthconstrained. Investors are limited in ability to allocate
resources to smaller tickets, while enterprises often can’t
focus on tasks outside of the core business

“The investment facilitation team gave us a model we could
actually understand, and the comfort of having someone with
us who also wants a good deal. ”
(CEO, Kenyan enterprise)

We typically support transaction advisory work for deals above
US$5m; any lower and it becomes difficult to justify the costs.
(“Big Four Accounting Firm”, Kenya)

Smaller companies need a lot of handholding which is hard
when we sit in London and the US.
(UK-based impact investor)

The TA & Investment Advisory provider network should be leveraged to provide targeted services to both
enterprises and investors in a sustainable manner
We recommend WE4F develop and provide funding for the service provider network in the following ways:

•

Setup

•
Regional Innovation Hub team
to administer and facilitate key
functions across the nexus

•

Compensation

•

Provide TA budget for
enterprises and investors;
provide success based fees for
transaction advisors

•
•

•

Vet and oversee selection of preferred TA / Investment Advisory providers. List should be revised on a rolling basis based
on performance, skillset, and input from enterprises and investors
Provide TA support via the TA Unit for cross-enterprise competencies: development of industry / out-grower associations,
statistical data compilation and training, recruiting and upskilling of key enterprise functions (e.g. middle management,
marketing, finance roles)
Provide Investment Advisory support via the Brokering Unit to oversee cross-enterprise investment advisory services
including developing and circulating a pipeline of enterprises to investors and facilitating introductions to other external
capital sources (e.g. DCA, regional crowdfunding platforms)
Manage process to allow enterprises or investors to select TA / Investment Advisory providers from a vetted list of
preferred providers (with input from core team) based on skills, geography, and budget

Allocate grant-based budget to enterprises and investors to utilize for TA and / or Investment Advisory services
Develop success-fee based transaction facility whereby a portion (e.g. ~30%) is paid to transaction service provider based on
capital raise success. Transaction budgets typically are 2-5% of transaction size (larger percentage on smaller deal sizes).
Typically $100,000 is minimum for a capital raise
Provide additional incentive-based fees for transactions with gender-based impact

Regional Innovation Hub

Technical Assistance Unit

The Regional Innovation
Hub would provide
enterprise-wide services
while external TA /
Advisory firms would
provide tailored enterprise
and investor support

Enterprise-wide TA
• Forming & managing
industry / out-grower
associations
• Consolidation of and
training enterprises on
mgmt. of key statistical
data
• Recruiting and upskilling of
key positions for
enterprises (middle mgmt.,
finance and marketing
functions)

Tailored TA
Connecting enterprises to TA
services meant to support
constraints to scale including:
• Business development
• Business mentorship
• Business modelling
• Environmental compliance
• Gender-related programming
• Marketing (graphic design,
branding, site development)
• HR Management
• Legal resources
• Media / presentation
coaching, PR / comms
• Organizational capacity
building
• Partnership identification
• Policy & advocacy
• Product development
• Smallholder marketing / sales
• Supply chain development
• Technical writing and scope

Brokering Unit

Enterprise / Investor wide
Advisory services

Tailored Enterprise /
Investor Advisory

• Developing, maintaining,
and circulating enterprise
pipeline to be shared with
investors regularly

Connecting enterprises
and/or investors who are
considering a WE4F
enterprise investment with
Investment Advisory
providers who offer the
following types of services:
• Fundraising
• Commercial due diligence
including market
validation, competitive
landscape, customer
profiling
• Financial modelling
• Valuation
• Deal structuring

• Facilitating introductions to
external capital sources
(e.g. DCA, regional
crowdfunding platforms

Core skillsets

The Regional Innovation
Hub would provide
enterprise-wide services
while external TA /
Advisory firms would
provide tailored enterprise
and investor support

Team
experience

Regional Innovation Hub

Technical Assistance Unit

Brokering Unit

The TA Unit should be led by someone with
specific experience in agronomy, capacity
building, product design, data collection, and
have deep East Africa market experience. 1,2,3

The Brokering Unit should be led by someone
with experience in investment banking or
private equity, and have deep East Africa market
experience. 1,2,3

• Building, enhancing, and leading core
skills of strategy, capacity building and
innovation

• Capital raising and investment structuring

• Utilizing data and information to develop
sound strategies, anticipate trends, and
articulate future needs

• Providing
a
“buy-side”
investor
perspective, including experience in
commercial due diligence (e.g. market
validation, competitive landscaping)

• Developing strategic performance metrics
and targets; implementing plan across
organization

• Identifying
post-investment
creation opportunities

• Designing products in the water, energy,
food sectors

• Engaging and mobilizing financing from
various external capital providers

1

value

Candidates will likely not match all skills listed
with a management consulting background, with experience in finance or DFI, IFC experience may also be appropriate
3 Candidates from WE4F nexus enterprises may also be well suited but the Hub should seek to avoid cannibalizing talent in the sector
2 Candidates

Recommendations for WE4F
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Grant funding will accelerate private investment in the WE4F nexus by providing the
services needed for enterprise scale and encouraging increased investor participation
There is a gap in the WE4F landscape for
investment <$2M
•

The median investment size demanded
by enterprises in this sector is ~US$2m

•

However, ticket sizes <US$2m are
difficult to finance

•

Resource constraints amongst impact
investors limit ability to cover fixed
costs associated with smaller ticket sizes

•

Accessibility to local bank financing is
limited because of incompatibility with
enterprise business model / scale and
loan pricing, tenor, and collateral
requirements

•

Grants and first loss capital can de-risk
business models which are either
unproven or are underserved by private
investors

... as well as increased TA /
Investment Advisory provider
activity

Grant funding can catalyze increased
investor participation…
•

•

Milestone-based (including multi-year
milestones) grant funding provide the
necessary capital for enterprise scale,
while catalyzing further private sector
investment
Provision of first loss capital and grant
capital matches increase enterprise
incentive to build relationships with
private investors while decreasing the
enterprise’s cost of capital; similarly it
incentivizes investors to commit to
companies given more attractive capital
structures

•

The introduction of repayable grants
could allow for funding for more advanced
business models

•

Grant funding to support investor due
diligence / advisory can alleviate current
constraints around bandwidth, expertise
and lack of local presence

•

Finally, grant capital can be used to spur
industry growth and innovation by
providing capital to a range of competitors

•

Grants can support enterprise-wide TA
functions around the most commonly
requested needs and industry-wide
interventions (e.g. industry association
development, statistical data compilation
and management, key resource recruiting
and upskilling, investor marketing)

•

Success-based fees for Investment
Advisory performance can incentivize long
term sustainability of the service provision

Appendix – Country snapshots
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Kenya
There is a high concentration of companies in Kenya due to the size of its agricultural economy, ease of doing business, and concentration of capital
providers and talent, both local and foreign
Macroeconomic Snapshot1

US$45.1m

Market demand for debt

US$79.0m

Median firm investment demand

US$3.6m

§ Interest rate cap regulation has limited lending from local commercial banks; EIU sees
potential upside to economic growth if the cap is repealed
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§ Most leading productive use enterprises in East Africa are based in Kenya
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§ Kenya is the most mature market profiled, and exhibits 75% of the firms with revenue
>US$5m, and 75% of firms seeking >US10m in investment

§ Demand for transaction advisory services is almost solely concentrated in Kenya, as
firms seek help with due diligence tasks, opportunity validation, market and financial
analysis, and valuation

Number of firms by innovation type
5
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e

§ GDP growth is expected to remain above 5% over the next five years, following 6.3%
growth in 2018, which was buoyed by strong performance in agriculture
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Sources: Team analysis, Economist Intelligence Unit Country Report, June 2019 1) 2018 Figures, if available or latest reported; 2) May not equal debt + equity total due to unspecified financing type
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Uganda
Ugandan firms profiled are concentrated in the energy/food nexus; government programs are set to benefit infrastructure and certain agricultural
applications
Macroeconomic Snapshot1
Population (2017)
CPI

42.9m
2.6%

Investment Opportunity

Real GDP Growth 5.1%

Government
Balance

USh: US$ (av)

GDP per head
(PPP)

3,727

-4.9%
US$2,012

Country Insights
§ Real GDP growth expected to remain robust at >5% over the next five years, driven by
services and industry

No. of profiled companies

4

Total market investment demand2

US$20.5m

Market demand for equity

US$8.1m

Market demand for debt

US$12.2m

Median firm investment demand

US$4.0m

§ Government has ambitious capital investment plans, focusing on infrastructure and
productivity, and EIU expects this to cause the fiscal deficit to widen to 6.2% in 2019/20

Number of firms by innovation type

§ Agricultural sector is set to benefit from specific projects, for example, in April the
Ministry of Agriculture signed a US$156m agriculture programme to support postharvest processing systems
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§ These enterprises are seeking investment to finance working capital, with concentration
in demand for debt

1
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§ All four of the enterprises profiled in Uganda are concentrated in the energy/food
sector, including using solar devices for agricultural or food applications, and using
agricultural waste to produce energy

2

Sources: Team analysis, Economist Intelligence Unit Country Report, June 2019 1) 2018 Figures, if available or latest reported; 2) May not equal debt + equity total due to unspecified financing type
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Tanzania
Investment activity in Tanzania has declined relative to other countries in East Africa
Macroeconomic Snapshot1

US$1.75m

Market demand for debt

US$1.75m

Median firm investment demand

US$3.5m

Number of firms by innovation type

§ Historically Tanzanian Shilling (TSZ) has suffered from currency fluctuation, however has
been fairly stable since mid-2015; future depreciation pressure is expected from a
widening current account deficit (currently around 5%)
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§ Only one firm profiled has a specific focus on Tanzania, although additional firms are
seeking to expand into the country

iza

§ Economic growth is expected to remain above 5% in the next five years, with the slow
down caused by falling businesses confidence, but underlying growth supported by
public investment, services and trade flows

Market demand for equity
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Country Insights
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Sources: Team analysis, Economist Intelligence Unit Country Report, June 2019 1) 2018 Figures, if available or latest reported; 2) May not equal debt + equity total due to unspecified financing type
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Ethiopia
Despite promising demographics, Ethiopia’s fiscal challenges and evolving political landscape make for a challenging investment environment; local
firms seek technical experts to build capacity
Macroeconomic Snapshot1
Population (2017)
CPI

105.0m
13.8%

Investment Opportunity

Real GDP Growth 7.6%

Government
Balance

Birr: US$ (av)

GDP per head
(PPP)

27.43

-2.9%
US$1,899

Country Insights
§ With 105m people, Ethiopia is the most populous country in East Africa, but home to
only three of the companies profiled in the WE4F nexus

No. of profiled companies

3

Total market investment demand2

US$5.4m

Market demand for equity

US$3.2m

Market demand for debt

US$2.2m

Median firm investment demand

US$0.45m

§ Landscape continues to be in a state of flux as the government pushes through political
and economic reforms, with aims to transfer the economy from agricultural to
manufacturing-focused

Number of firms by innovation type

§ Managed FX peg has created a persistent hard currency shortage for local companies
(reserves were 2 months of imports in 2017, but now showing signs of improvement)
and occasional sharp downwards adjustments; government is expected to pursue
managed depreciation of the Birr in order to maintain export competitiveness
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§ Ethiopian WE4F firms are seeking services from technical and agricultural experts in
order to build capacity

1

Sources: Team analysis, Economist Intelligence Unit Country Report, June 2019 1) 2018 Figures, if available or latest reported; 2) May not equal debt + equity total due to unspecified financing type
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Rwanda
Rwanda’s stable government policy yields moderate investment, but limited population provides a less attractive expansion opportunity for WE4F
enterprises
Macroeconomic Snapshot1

US$45.1m

Market demand for debt

US$79.0m

Median firm investment demand

US$3.6m

§ 2018 saw a sharp drop in inflation, to an estimated 0.3% deflation rate, caused by
stronger food supplies after two years of bad harvests; positive CPI (2.5%) expected in
2019

Number of firms by innovation type

§ Despite a stable government, Rwanda is not a core target geography in firms’ expansion
plans, given that it holds < 5% of East Africa’s population
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§ We have only profiled one firm in the WE4F nexus that is focused on Rwanda, although
we note that other firms have or plan to have exposure as they expand regionally

iza

§ Real GDP growth is expected to be >7.5% through 2020, driven by growth in industrial
and services sector
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Sources: Team analysis, Economist Intelligence Unit Country Report, June 2019 1) 2018 Figures, if available or latest reported; 2) May not equal debt + equity total due to unspecified financing type
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Somalia/Somaliland
Despite ongoing security issues in the area, WE4F enterprises in Somalia/Somaliland have achieved reasonable scale and are seeking investment
facilitation support, particularly for fundraising
Macroeconomic Snapshot1
Population (2017)
CPI

Investment Opportunity

14.7m

Real GDP Growth 2.3%

Government
Balance

No data

SoSh: US$ (av) 23,605

GDP per head
(PPP)

No data
No data

Country Insights
§ Stability is fragile in the wider Somalia region, with government in-fighting and
widespread insecurity

No. of profiled companies

4

Total market investment demand2

US$19.1m

Market demand for equity

US$6.0m

Market demand for debt

US$13.1m

Median firm investment demand

US$3.5m

§ A slow economic recovery is expected to be driven by returning Somali diaspora,
although the business environment remains very difficult

Number of firms by innovation type

§ The area is vulnerable to weather-related shocks; 1.7m people in the wider Somalia
region are expected to face severe food insecurity over summer 2019
§ Despite the insecurity, the WE4F enterprises identified in Somaliland have already
achieved reasonable scale, with three out of the four employing over 2,000 people
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§ Firms are seeking financing for expansion and capex projects
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§ Enterprises are focused in the water/food nexus, with two companies focusing on water
pumps

0

Sources: Team analysis, Economist Intelligence Unit Country Report, June 2019 1) 2017 Figures, if available or latest reported, or EIU estimates; 2) May not equal debt + equity total due to unspecified financing
type
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